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DIGITAL HUMANITIES 2022
RESPONDING TO ASIAN DIVERSITY

 
25-29 July 2022, Toshi Center Hotel, Tokyo, Japan and Fully Online (Zoom)

 
 

The international DH conference has played an eminent role not only in providing a forum for
the presentation of completed research results, but also in creating a forum for the exchange of

knowledge and research collaboration in the nascent stage of research, and it was therefore judged
to be as desirable as possible to hold the meeting face-to-face, even if it involves some difficulties. 

 
However, due to the continuous emergence of new variants, COVID-19 shows no signs of ending,

and countries around the world are faced with intermittent and severe restrictions in various
aspects, including medical care, education, research, and freedom of travel and movement. In the
midst of this fluid situation, it is impossible to choose the hybrid meeting as it was envisioned.  

 
In light of this situation, the LOs decided to change the DH2022 to be held entirely online, giving

priority to providing equal and safe opportunities for all those who wish to participate. By providing a
safe, respectful, and principled environment online for participants from around the world, regardless of
the differences in their circumstances, we hope to contribute to the realization of ADHO's principles.  

 
The details of the online meeting plan will be expanded from the online meeting

portion of the current plan to the full plan. We will do our best to accommodate ADHO
members from all over the world in the program and other aspects of the conference.
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Task: Multilingual Parsing from Raw Text to Universal
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1. For the rules see: https://gitup.uni-potsdam.de/
sluytergaeth/poetry_as_error

Digital Humanities and Replication.
Ingredients for a Love Story –
Experiences from the ‘(Re)counting the
Uncounted’ Project

Stapel, Rombert
rombert.stapel@iisg.nl
International Institute of Social History, Netherlands, The

Introduction

Over the past years much has been written about the
replication crisis in science, with humanities research
slowly, and sometimes hesitantly, catching up (Peels and
Bouter, 2018a; Rijcke, de and Penders, 2018; Peels and
Bouter, 2018b). Strongly related to this development, is the
strive for open science (UNESCO, 2021). By facilitating
and compelling researchers (through research grant
stipulations) to not only publish their results, but also to
provide access to their data and methodologies, a major
prerequisite for replication is met.  1  The FAIR principles
to data management (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
Reusable) are central to this approach (Wilkinson et al.,
2016).

Current literature on the relationship between digital
humanities and the replication of research to a large extent
focuses on the challenges of replicating digital, or more
broadly speaking, quantitative-based humanities research
(Tucker, 2017; Flis, 2018). In computational linguistics
discussions have taken off, not least in response to a recent
thought-provoking article by Nan Z. Da (Da, 2019; Algee-
Hewitt et al., 2019; Arnold and Buell, 2019; Antoniak et al.,
2020).

Rather than presenting another gloomy narrative on
the replicability of digital humanities research, in this
paper we want to address the opportunities that digital
humanities methodologies offer in mediating the ‘replication
crisis.’ Although digital humanities are sometimes narrowly
defined, barely interacting with quantitative historical
research for instance, we will use it as a broad umbrella term
for humanities research that systematically makes use of
and analyses digital resources. Such research almost always
includes some form of empirical analysis, thus lending itself
to replication as well (Peels, 2019).

Background of the project

Such an approach is central to the (Re)counting the
Uncounted project, the first humanities project funded
through the Dutch Scientific Council’s Replication Studies
Program – unique in the world.  2  In this project, four
seminal studies which have estimated the medieval and
early-modern population in the Netherlands and Belgium
are formally replicated (Faber et al., 1965; Blockmans
et al., 1980; Klep, 1991; Paping, 2014). This replication
is performed by using the same underlying data, many
hundreds of premodern censuses, and by applying the same
methodologies: usually multiplying the units of the actual
censuses – typically hearths, houses, chimneys, families,
communicants, able-bodied men, and sometimes individuals
– with predetermined coefficients, while accounting for
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those who are excluded from the census (for reasons of
fiscal exemption for instance) (for an introduction to the
challenges with these types of sources: Arnould, 1976).

The (Re)counting the Uncounted project aims to test
the consistency of the methodologies applied in the four
studies by using digital humanities methods as a feedback
loop. For this purpose, we have a twofold approach. First,
we digitise and contextualise the unaggregated – i.e. on
village-level – premodern censuses. These statistics are then
linked to specially prepared Historical GIS maps of locality
boundaries in the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg,
and surrounding areas (Stapel, 2020). Second, there is the
problem of the diverging nature of the censuses. These
censuses have been created by a multitude of actors, in
a multitude of territories, for a multitude of purposes,
counting a full range of units, and across nearly five
centuries. To exacerbate the problem of the comparability
of their results, modern scholarship has never been able to
reach consensus on which coefficients should be used in
what circumstances (e.g.: Blockmans et al., 1980: 42–43;
Stabel, 1997: 19 ff.; Hélin, 1963: 41 ff.; Brouwer, de, 1963;
Cloet, 1966; Woude, van der, 1972: 77–91).

By carefully building not only a database of digitised
censuses, but also a full record of contextual information
on each census (what is counted, who is counted, by whom
is the census made, for what purpose, etc.), it becomes
possible to analyse this contextual information, for instance
to create more consistent coefficients. Moreover, it will
become possible, through the advancements of GIS
techniques, to contextualise the (socio)geographical context
of a locality mentioned in one of these medieval or early
modern censuses (e.g.: Stapel, 2017: 182).

Facilitating replicability through
database design

Thus far, we have focused on the set up of this
humanities replication study. The set up however has much
wider implications for how, in this case, historical statistical
databases should be constructed in our opinion. Here
too, digital humanities techniques, although not uniquely
developed for or within a humanities context, play an
essential role.

A traditional database of historical statistics – again we
use this type of database as an example, but it can be applied
much broader in humanities research as well – involves
a database of, typically, rows and columns – mimicking
the printed table well-known in scholarly literature for
centuries. Rather than putting the rows and columns at
the forefront, and defining them, we aim to put the data
observation central. Every data observation is linked to
contextual information, which may also include specific

information usually stored in table footnotes, and will be
geographically defined in GIS. We will use Linked Open
Data (LOD) to facilitate this database structure.

One may argue, with reason, that this approach is not
very new. Yet, the approach is still very uncommon in
quantitative humanities research and rarely applied in
full. Building from our experiences in the (Re)counting
the Uncounted project, we will also show that the amount
of time needed to invest in such a data model should not
necessarily be an obstacle, nor should lack of access to user-
friendly methods to set this data model up. In its very core,
the (Re)counting the Uncounted project, while promoting
all four FAIR principles, aims above all to improve the
interoperability of through-and-through messy historical
data in this way.

Moreover, and this is also a vital element, in relation
to the replication aspect, the contextual and geographical
information stored with every data observation can be
further distributed to users of the data, creating a new level
of transparency. After all, replication does not end with
the publication of new results, but involves an ongoing
conversation (Peels, 2019). Facilitating the replicability
of replicated research is essential. We will exploit the
possibilities of LOD to create a crumb trail from an
observation in a source (a table in literature, an (image
of a) archival document, etc.), via a range of carefully
defined interpretations of that observation (either by existing
scholars or by future users), to a scientific product: in our
case population estimates based on very distinct types of
sources.

Finally, in order to facilitate source critical attitudes of
the users, we aim to grant access to our (open) data through
dynamic questionnaires. These have the purpose of bringing
any user up to speed with the specific challenges of our
source material, forcing them to think about how these
challenges affect their research question. Downloading the
aggregated end results in a CSV without ever considering
how the data came into existence – a common research
practice, at least in quantitative history – is actively
discouraged in this way.
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1. A second essential perquisite for replication is making
it worthwhile for researchers to spend their time to
replication – by opening up grant opportunities, value
replication as an integral part of in scholarly careers,
etc.

2. https://www.nwo.nl/en/researchprogrammes/
replication-studies.

Describing Handwriting in Context

Stokes, Peter Anthony
peter.stokes@ephe.psl.eu
École Pratique des Hautes Études – Université PSL, France

A number of papers have been given at the ADHO
conferences and elsewhere regarding the modelling
of writing, one of which is the Archetype model for
palaeographical analysis (Diehr et al., 2018; Stokes,
2012; Stokes, 2018). As well as its implementation in the
Archetype framework, this model has also been aligned
to the CIDOC-CRM and CRMtex extension and then
implemented in OWL (based on the Erlangen version
7.1.1), an extract of which is shown below. Although
useful, this model (and indeed most others) treat the signs
in written communication as distinct entities: they address
the selection of a particular sign amongst a set of possible
options, but they pay little or no explicit attention to the
relationships between signs in a given piece of writing. In
Structuralist terms, they focus primarily or exclusively on
the paradigmatic aspect, but do not address the syntagmatic
relations. This paper will therefore discuss some use cases
and possible responses.

Extract of the Archetype model of handwriting aligned
to CIDOC-CRM and CRMtex (Stokes, 2021; Stokes,
forthcoming).

For Archetype, the system is designed primarily
for palaeographical analysis such as the distribution of
allographs by a given scribe (Brookes et al., 2015), but the
choice of allographs is largely or even entirely determined
by context such as the position in a word or the formality of

the script (Morison, 1972), and the way in which a letter is
written will often be influenced by that which immediately
precedes or follows it, so an effective model should take this
into account.  1

Another important use-case is meaning and
disambiguation. As Robinson has pointed out (2009: 42–
43), most examples of i in medieval manuscripts do not
comprise ‘a line with a dot over it’, but we recognise it
anyway; however, this recognition depends in part on the
linguistic context, and because we compare it with other
nearby signs and adjust our expectations accordingly. This
ambiguity is relatively common in practice, particularly
in multigraphic contexts (for examples and discussion
see e.g. Coueignoux, 1983: 61; Bugarski, 1993; Pierazzo,
2015; Stokes, 2018) and again suggests the need to model
syntagmatic relationships.

Ambiguity in script: the word reads 'indecatur', but the
a is indistinguishable from two cs (Pierazzo, 2015: 87). St
Gallen Stiftsbibliothek MS 189, p. 76 (detail).

A third and very large case the function of signs. As
Klinkenberg and Polis (2019: 68 ff.) and others have
discussed, graphemic function is often relational, whether
paradigmatic or syntagmatic. One example of a syntagmatic
relational function is found in alphabetic systems, where
letters often influence or determine the phonetic value
of others. In English, for example, the pronunciation of
the <a> in hate is partly determined by the following
<e> (contrast hat). In some cases such as French, letters
indicate the grammatical accord or function of words even
when they are not pronounced (Klinkenberg and Polis,
2019: 85): contrast il mange and ils mangent. Punctuation
and features such as underlining or italic also function
syntagmatically, modifying the sense and/or pronunciation
of that which follows and/or precedes them. Similarly, Anis
(1983: 33–34) proposed graphematic supra-segmentals
to describe elements in print such as italics when they are
graphematically distinctive (contrast ‘dating Beowulf’ with
‘dating Beowulf’). Determinants in writing-systems such
as Egyptian hieroglyphics and Sumerian cuneiform also
operate at this level, since the sign is usually at the start
or end of a word but establishes the reading for that word,
in terms of meaning and also often in sound. Finally, in
some systems such as Japanese kanji, the pronunciation and
meaning of a sign can change dramatically depending on its
context.
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